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dEmo In thE dESErt: high altitude Platforms
for mobile robotic telesurgery (haPs/mrt)

mitchell lum  — gRADUATE STUDENT (EE)
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RoSEN. fRoNT: gINA DoNlIN AND DIANA fRIEDMAN.

A large effort over the last four years in the UW EE BioRobotics Lab (BRL) 
focused on developing the RAVEN surgical robot system. The RAVEN will serve 
as a platform for development in the area of robot assisted surgery (See EEK2006, 
page 16). While, the challenge of teleoperated surgical intervention is not trivial, other 
groups have successfully demonstrated it on a number of occasions. The next step 
in telesurgery is to take the surgical robot to the patient, and the need for mobile healthcare 
is most urgently illustrated in combat casualties. Taking surgical robots to the wounded will 
reduce the time from injury to treatment, ultimately saving the lives of critically injured soldiers.

In June 2006, a team of students from BRl 
headed south in two UW vehicles. About 
2000km away, the destination: the desert 
of Simi valley, california. It was the first 
experimental deployment of the RAvEN into 
an isolated and extreme environment, and 
the culmination of months of preparation 
and coordination between the University of 
cincinnati, Aerovironment (Simi valley, cA), 
haivision (Montreal, canada) and BRl.  

Most research systems are developed in a 
lab for use in the lab environment. Surgical 
equipment is typically developed to operate 
in hospitals or other “clean” environments.  
Deployment into a desert environment adds 
new design requirements to the system. 
Environmental concerns include heat, wind, 
dust and noisy power from generators.  
Transportation concerns include shock 
absorption, packaging and packing.  

Each day over a three day span, a different 
location was designated for deployment; 
each morning a plan was devised for setting 
up, which took into account the projected 
afternoon wind patterns. The surgical 
manipulators were set up in one tent, with 
the surgeons and master control console 
set up in a second tent about 100m away. 
The surgeon’s commands were sent to 

the manipulators via a wireless digital datalink 
placed onboard an unmanned aerial vehicle 
(UAv) provided by Aerovironment. video was 
compressed by a haivision hardware codec 
was relayed from the surgery site to the 
surgeon’s console via the wireless datalink. The 
experimental protocol involved touching ten 
landmarks and tracing out a circle with the left 
hand, right hand and both hands. Two surgeons 
from the University of cincinnati performed the 
five-task protocol. 

overall, a successful demonstration of remote 
surgery in an extreme environment through 
a wireless datalink onboard a UAv was 
accomplished.EE
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